Karlsbaderhütte No. 154
Die Karlsbaderhütte des Deutschen Alpenverein liegt direkt am Lazerzsee umgeben von den imposanten Lienzer Dolomiten.
Stück für Stück ausgebaut und renoviert ist die Karlsbaderhütte ein Geheimtipp und bietet viele bergsportliche Ziele.
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Karlsbaderhütte No. 154
The most important at a glance
distance

altitude meters uphill
?

altitude meters downhill
?

highest point
?

26.2 km

1590 m

1560 m

2260 m

difficulty
?

circuit
?

average

no

Kondition:
Technik:

*****
*****

?????
?????

Öffentliche
Verkehrsmittel:
Take the bus to the bus stop "Tristach Keilspitzweg".
Abstell
möglichkeit:
starting point:
destination point:
best season:

car park sports field Tristach
Sportplatz Tristach
Karlsbaderhütte
MAY, JUN, JUL, AUG, SEP

hut/alpine hut
Dolomitenhütte 1.620m open
Karlsbader Hütte 2.260m closed

altitude profile
Pdf file
Gpx
file
download>
open>

Interactive map
open>

Current
weather
conditions
-2°C/28°F
°C
to the forecast
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Karlsbaderhütte No. 154
Beschreibung
Owned by the German Alpine Association / Section Karlsbad, Karlsbaderhütte is located directly on Lake Lazerz and
surrounded by the impressive Lienz Dolomites. Extended and renovated step by step, Karlsbaderhütte is an insider tip and
starting point to numerous mountain sports destinations.

From Tristach sports field, you start into the mountains of the Lienz Dolomites. Follow the toboggan run to the Kreithof, then
cycle on the paved road all the way to Dolomitenhütte. Past the “Dolo”, as the locals call the hut exposed in the rock, you can
delve into a wild natural landscape, framed by the rugged walls and peaks of the Lienz Dolomites.

On the rough surface of the forest road, you will wind your way upwards, metre by metre, until you are in the Laserz basin. A
new world opens up there: Meadows with flocks of sheep, behind them scree fields and the mighty peaks of the Lienz
Dolomites with Roter Turm, Seekofel, Gamswiesenspitze, and so on. Karlsbaderhütte, the trip’s destination, is located directly at
Lake Laserz, which is a popular photo opportunity with its rich blue and deep turquoise water. Likewise, the view from the hut's
sun terrace towards the valley is worth a stop. Good visibility provided, you can look all the way to Großvenediger, which is
flanked by many other 3000-metre-peaks. We are sure that even after two servings of Kaiserschmarrn or Tyrolean dumplings
you will only reluctantly leave behind this special spot in the Lienz Dolomites and the view it provides.
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